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The New Mexico Defense Lawyers Association is the
only New Mexico organization of civil defense attorneys.
We currently have over 400 members. A common
misconception about NMDLA is that its membership is
limited to civil defense attorneys specializing solely in
insurance defense. However, membership in NMDLA
is open to all attorneys duly licensed to practice law in
New Mexico who devote the majority of their time to the
defense of civil litigation. Our members include attorneys
who specialize in commercial litigation, employment, civil
rights, and products liability.
The purpose of NMDLA is to provide a forum where New
Mexico civil defense lawyers can communicate, associate,
and organize efforts of common interest. NMDLA provides
a professional association of New Mexico civil defense
lawyers dedicated to helping its members improve their
legal skills and knowledge. NMDLA attempts to assist the
courts to create reasonable and understandable standards
for emerging areas of the law, so as to make New Mexico
case law dependable, reliable, and a positive influence in
promoting the growth of business and the economy in our
State.
The services we provide our members include, but are
not limited to:
•
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Exceptional
continuing
legal
education
opportunities, including online seminars, with
significant discounts for DLA members;

•

A newsletter, Defense News, the legal news
journal for New Mexico Civil Defense Lawyers;

•

Members‘ lunches that provide an opportunity
to socialize with other civil defense lawyers, share
ideas, and listen to speakers discuss a wide range
of issues relevant to civil defense attorneys;

•

An e-mail network and website, where members
can obtain information on judges, lawyers,
experts, jury verdicts, the latest developments in
the law, and other issues; and

•

An Amicus Brief program on issues of exceptional
interest to the civil defense bar.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
By Sean E. Garrett, Esq.

Conklin, Woodcock & Ziegler, P.C.

Dear Members of the NMDLA:
Welcome to 2015!
With a
heartfelt thank you to Richard
Padilla, the entire NMDLA Board,
and all of you, our members, I am
proud to report that 2014 was a very
successful year for the organization.
In addition to our Annual Meeting,
where Stephen French and Alicia
Santos were honored as the
Outstanding Civil Defense Lawyer
of the Year and Young Lawyer of the
Year, respectively, we also organized three popular and longstanding CLEs. The Defense Practice Academy: Basic Skills,
Women in the Courtroom V, and the Civil Rights Seminar were,
as always, informative and well-attended. While we certainly
owe a debt of gratitude to the judges, attorneys, and other
speakers who presented at these programs, they would not
have been possible without the hard work of Brenda Saiz,
Richard Hatch, Carolyn Ramos, Bryan Garcia, and Cody Rogers.
Thank you! In addition to these CLEs, our Editorial Board,
co-chaired by Courtenay Keller and Erica Neff, published
enlightening newsletters throughout the year.
This year will be a particularly exciting one for the
NMDLA. In October, at the invitation of Justice Edward
Chavez, a seminar was held regarding the summary jury
trial and its use in potentially reviving the civil jury trial. The
program was co-sponsored by the NMDLA, the New Mexico
Trial Lawyers’ Association, and the American Board of Trial
Advocates. During the seminar, it was revealed that at least
five federal jurisdictions and twenty-two state jurisdictions

have implemented some form of summary jury trial, and
that the system has generally been met with favor due to its
flexibility, cost-effectiveness, relaxed (but not abrogated) rules
of evidence, and fast and final civil verdicts. The NMDLA is
continuing its dialogue with Justice Chavez regarding use of
a summary jury trial system in New Mexico. We welcome any
volunteers who would like to be part of a committee charged
with exploring the issue and request input from all members
with their thoughts on such a system.
I am honored and humbled to serve as president of this
organization in 2015. I am also fortunate to have the support of
a hard-working, thoughtful, and dedicated Board of Directors.
The Executive Board will include Lorena Olmos (PresidentElect), Courtenay Keller (Secretary / Treasurer), and Richard
Padilla (immediate Past-President). I am also pleased to report
that Mark Standridge will become the new chair of the NMDLA
Amicus Committee. The NMDLA Board will continue working
hard to promote the mission of the organization and we
welcome input on ways we can better serve you. Please let
me or any board member know if you would like to volunteer
or if you have ideas for CLEs or other services the NMDLA can
provide.
On behalf of the NMDLA Board, I wish you a happy, healthy,
and productive 2015.

Sean E. Garrett
Conklin, Woodcock & Ziegler, P.C.
2015 NMDLA President

Share Your Successes!
Over the last few years we have been able to enhance the value of membership in the NMDLA by way of electronic
access to a variety of information — especially through the use of email inquiries for information and publication of
peer accomplishments. As part of that continuing effort, we ask each of you to bring your accomplishments to the DLA‘s
attention. Submissions might include a good result at trial, a favorable appellate decision, a successful motion at the
trial court level, or a recommended expert or mediator.
When you submit your success, we will publish the information and case details to our website‘s library of defense
verdicts, and send an email notification to all DLA members. Also, the NMDLA website‘s home page highlights our most
recent submissions.
Successes may be submitted in the member-only section of NMDLA‘s website, www.nmdla.org. If you need password
assistance, contact us at nmdefense@nmdla.org.
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Summary Jury Trials: Coming Soon to New Mexico?
By Justin D. Goodman, Esq.
O’Brien & Padilla, PC

On October 10, 2014, the American Board of Trial
Advocates (ABOTA), New Mexico Defense Lawyers
Association (NMDLA), and New Mexico Trial Lawyers
Association (NMTLA) collaborated to conduct an innovative
seminar: Can Summary Jury Trials Revive a Declining Civil
Jury System? This seminar, conceptualized and hosted by
Justice Edward L. Chavez, brought the State’s defense and
plaintiff bars together for a full-day interactive program
that explored the potential benefits of a “Summary Jury
Trial” system in New Mexico.
The seminar had an impressive list of presenters
including members of the New Mexico judiciary: Justice
Edward L. Chavez, Honorable Nan G. Nash, Honorable
Raymond Z. Ortiz, and Honorable Freddie J. Romero.
Additionally, Justice Lucino Suarez, of the New York
Supreme Court, presented at the seminar. Justice Suarez
has presided over numerous summary jury trials and has
traveled throughout the State of New York in order to
implement a summary trial system. Justice Suarez shared
some statistics that revealed between 2007 and 2013 over
200 summary jury trials had taken place in Bronx, New
York, and that between September 2006 and June 2007,
a sample time period, summary jury trials resulted in 34
plaintiff verdicts and 35 defense verdicts.
The seminar also included a Lawyers/Insurer’s Panel
including Daniel G. Acosta, William R. Anderson, Daryl
S. Filipec, and Bryan C. Garcia, which provided an open
discussion concerning both apprehension and perceived
benefits of implementing a Summary Jury Trial system in
New Mexico. Finally, Nevada attorney Phillip J. Dabney
gave a thorough presentation of Nevada’s successful “Short
Jury Trial System” and shared his knowledge about the
perceived benefits of the process.
What is a Summary Jury Trial?
A Summary Jury Trial (“SJT”), also known in other
jurisdictions as a Short or Expedited Civil Action, is,
generally a one-day jury trial similar to an arbitration
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proceeding except that a jury decides the factual issues and
renders a verdict as it would in a full length trial. Generally,
the results are binding and participation is voluntary. SJTs
impose strict time limits on the usual procedural elements
of a jury trial including voir dire, opening and closing
statements, and direct and cross examinations. Typically a
sitting judge presides over the proceedings, rules on legal
issues, and enforces the time limitations.
Numerous state and federal jurisdictions have been
experimenting with this approach in an attempt to revive an
otherwise declining full-length jury trial system. According
to a study by the Institute for the Advancement of the
American Legal System, at least five federal jurisdictions
and twenty-two state jurisdictions have implemented
some form of SJTs. The flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and
relaxed (but not abrogated) rules of evidence offer a fast
and final determination of civil causes of action.
Why should Summary Jury Trials be viewed favorably?
SJTs are intended as a method of expedited dispute
resolution, which benefit attorneys, clients, jurors, and
courts alike. Jury trials are expensive, time consuming,
and consume a great deal of limited judicial resources.
SJTs benefit attorneys because they can secure a speedy
resolution on behalf of their client without the time and
resource investment required to conduct a full-blown jury
trial. Clients benefit because they can both have their “Day
in Court” while still getting to resolution much sooner than
through traditional methods of dispute resolution. Courts
benefit because SJTs facilitate resolution of cases, which in
turn helps to reduce case backlog. Finally, jurors benefit
because they can participate in the judicial system and
fulfill their duty to serve without having to make such an
investment of time.
However, SJTs are not appropriate for every civil cause
of action. Generally, there is a cap on damages (less than
$200,000 in many jurisdictions) and the issues must be
reasonably presentable to a jury in one day. Accordingly,

Summary Jury Trials
Continued from Page 4
motor vehicle accidents, no-fault cases, property damage,
and slip-and-falls, are typically considered appropriate for
a summary jury trial format.
Response and Commitment from the Plaintiff and
Defense Bars of New Mexico
During the seminar, it became clear that neither side
of the civil bar consider Court-Annexed Arbitration to
be a preferred method of dispute resolution. Therefore,
the proposal that a SJT system would replace the CourtAnnexed Arbitration system was favorably received by the
majority of attorneys at the seminar because factual issues
could be decided by a jury and legal issues could be heard
by a presiding judge. Additionally, the notion that the SJT
outcomes would be binding was also viewed as favorable.
After a lengthy discussion including interesting
questions and arguments presented by seminar attendees,
Justice Chavez asked the three sponsoring organizations,
ABOTA, NMDLA and NMTLA, to identify members to join
a committee to be formed by the New Mexico Supreme
Court to implement SJTs in New Mexico. The sponsoring
organizations recognized the declining civil jury trial
system and agreed to identify members to sit on the
committee.

An Expert in
Hedonic Damages
Gene A. Treviño, Ph.D.
FORENSIC ECONOMIST

210.479.8999

EconomicEvidence.com

On behalf of NMDLA, Richard M. Padilla joined the
committee. The NMDLA Board of Directors has asked all
NMDLA members to provide input on the proposed SJT
system by submitting concerns, questions and suggestions
to rpadilla@obrienlawoffice.com.

To Sync or not to Sync
That is the Question?
p.s. the other side is

We are experts at syncing video depositions with transcripts.
Our synced videos can be loaded into Trial Director, Sanction, etc.
Or you can use Depo View, a robust but simple to use software
included free with every sync.

MOIR LITIGATION
VIDEO
canyongods@comcast.net
505-292-7659 moirvideo.com
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New Name

Same Professional Service
STRUCTURED SET TLEMENTS
PERSONAL REPRESENTATION

PRESIDENT

jgarrison@jcrsettlements.com
Direct (480) 478- 0159

www.jcrsettlements.com
10105 E. Via Linda, Suite 103 | Scottsdale, Arizona
(800) 661-7075 Phone | (480) 222-7075 Fax
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Remand by Contract: How Contractual Language
Can Result in a Waiver of the Right to Remove to
Federal Court
By Mark D. Standridge, Esq.
Jarmie & Associates

Any given contract will typically contain some
innocuous-sounding phrase that provides for disputes
arising out of the contract to be heard in a particular
location or venue. Others will contain an “Applicable
Law” provision specifying that the law of a particular
state governs the contract. While these clauses are often
inserted for the protection of either or both of the parties,
they may also hinder defendants in cases where federal
claims arise out of the contract. The pressing question in
such cases is whether or not the language in the contract
constitutes a mandatory and exclusive forum selection
clause that clearly and unequivocally waives a defendant’s
right to remove a contract-based case to federal court.
As with any question of waiver, a party’s waiver of its
right to remove an action to federal court, contractual or
otherwise, “must be clear and unequivocal.” See, e.g., Milk
‘N’ More, Inc. v. Beavert, 963 F.2d 1342, 1346 (10th Cir. 1992);
Beighly v. Fed. Deposit Ins. Corp., 868 F.2d 776, 782 (5th Cir.
1989); Regis Assoc. v. Rank Hotels, Ltd., 894 F.2d 193, 195
(6th Cir. 1990); see also Pine Tel. Co. v. Alcatel-Lucent USA,
Inc., 486 F. App’x. 724 (10th Cir. July 2, 2012) (unpublished);
Cook v. Soft Sheen Carson, Inc., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 83145
(D.N.J. Oct. 15, 2008) (unpublished) (“the right to removal
conferred by 28 U.S.C. §§ 1441 and 1446 is an absolute
right that is not lost unless the defendant’s intent to waive
that right is ‘clear and unequivocal’”). Mere consent to
jurisdiction in one forum does not
necessarily establish the waiver
of the right to have an action
decided by another forum. City
of New Orleans v. Mun. Admin.
Servs., Inc., 376 F.3d 501, 504 (5th
Cir. 2004). Additionally, a party
to a contract may waive a right of
removal where the provision of the
contract makes clear that the other
party to the contract has the “right
to choose the forum” in which any
dispute will be heard. See City of
Rose City v. Nutmeg Ins. Co., 931

F.2d 13, 16 (5th Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 908 (1991).
Whether the right to remand has been contractually waived
depends upon the particular (and often peculiar) language
employed in the drafting of the contract.
1. Choice of Law Provisions		
Contracts often contain a choice-of-law clause
specifying that the law of a particular state controls the
construction of the contract. However, such a clause is
merely a statement that the law of the chosen state applies
for purposes of interpreting the contract. See, e.g., Little
League Baseball v. Welsh Pub. Group, Inc., 874 F.Supp. 648,
655 (M.D. Pa. 1995) (denying motion to remand where
contract contained a provision that the contract would be
construed in accordance with the laws of Pennsylvania).
Such a clause does not, however, mandate that the contract
be interpreted only by a state court, nor is it a valid waiver
of the right to remove. See id. As such, a choice of law
clause, standing alone, should not preclude the removal of
a contract-based case to federal court.
		
2. Venue and Forum Selection Clauses
Similarly, many contracts contain a venue-selection
clause, often along the lines of “venue shall be proper
only in a state court of competent
jurisdiction.” Other such clauses
might provide that “venue shall
only be proper in the courts of the
State.” The key is to distinguish
mere venue selection clauses
from mandatory forum selection
clauses. A venue selection clause
is distinguishable from a forum
selection clause: unlike a forum
selection clause, a venue selection
clause authorizes, but does not
require, litigation in certain
forums and it may permit multiple
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Remand by Contract
Continued from Page 7
acceptable forums for litigation. SBKC Serv. Corp. v. 1111
Prospect Partners, L.P., 105 F.3d 578, 582 (10th Cir. 1997);
see also Labadie v. Protec Fuel Mgmt. LLC, 2011 WL 43088, *4
(N.D. Okla. Jan. 4, 2011) (unpublished). “The existence of a
venue selection clause does not impose an absolute duty
nor does it endow a party with an absolute right to have
every dispute between the parties litigated in the named
forum.” Hospah Coal Co. v. Chaco Energy Co., 673 F.2d 1161,
1163 (10th Cir. 1982).
A forum selection clause may be classified as either
mandatory or permissive. Excell, Inc. v. Sterling Boiler &
Mechanical, Inc., 106 F.3d 318, 321 (10th Cir. 1997) (citations
omitted). A mandatory clause contains clear language
demonstrating “that jurisdiction is appropriate only in the
designated forum.” Excell, 106 F.3d at 321 (citing Thompson
v. Founders Group Intern., 20 Kan.App.2d 261, 886 P.2d 904,
910 (1994)) (emphasis supplied). A permissive forum
selection clause, on the other hand, authorizes jurisdiction
in a designated forum, but does not expressly prohibit
litigation elsewhere. Id.; see also Am. Soda, LLP v. U.S. Filter
Wastewater Grp., Inc., 428 F.3d 921, 926-27 (10th Cir. 2005).
For a forum selection clause to be mandatory, the
clause must contain language that clearly designates one
forum that is to be the exclusive forum. See, e.g., SBKC Serv.
Corp., supra, 105 F.3d at 582 (stating that a forum selection
clause should be applied only to agreements which clearly
confine litigation to specific tribunals to the exclusion
of all others); Northern Cal. Dist. Council of Laborers, v.
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co., 69 F.3d 1034 (9th Cir. 1995);
John Boutari & Son, Wines & Spirits, S.A., v. Attiki Importers
and Distrib. Inc., 22 F.3d 51, 52 (2d Cir. 1994); Hunt Wesson
Foods, Inc. v. Supreme Oil Co., 817 F.2d 75, 77 (9th Cir. 1987)
(stating that the forum selection clause that says nothing
about courts having exclusive jurisdiction was permissive
rather than mandatory); Utah Pizza Serv., Inc. v. Heigel, 784
F. Supp. 835, 837 (D. Utah 1992); Thompson, supra, 886 P.2d
at 905. Thus, where venue is specified in a forum selection
clause with mandatory or obligatory language, the clause
will be enforced; where only jurisdiction is specified in a
forum selection clause, the clause will generally not be
enforced unless there is some further language indicating
the parties’ intent to make venue exclusive. See generally
K & V Scientific Co., Inc. v. Bayerische Motoren, 314 F.3d 494,
499-500 (10th Cir. 2002) (listing examples of permissive
and mandatory forum selection clauses).
In Milk ‘N’ More, Inc. v. Beavert, supra, the Tenth Circuit
considered a forum selection clause, which stated that
“venue shall be proper under this agreement in Johnson
County, Kansas.” 963 F.2d at 1343. Milk ‘N’ More brought
suit in Johnson County against Beavert for breach of
contract; Beavert then removed the case to federal
district court, and the federal district court remanded it
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to Johnson County. The Tenth Circuit affirmed the district
court, holding that the clause “seem[ed] reasonably clear
and the wording strongly point[ed] to the state court of
that county.” Id. at 1346.
However, the Court of Appeals of Kansas later
repudiated the Tenth Circuit’s analysis of the contractual
language from Milk ‘N’ More in Thompson v. Founders Group
Intern., Inc., supra. In Thompson, the Court was called upon
to construe a contract clause, which mandated that all
actions relating to the contract must be filed in Florida. 20
Kan.App.2d at 262, 886 P.2d at 905. One of the defendants
cited to Milk ‘N’ More as support for the argument that the
forum selection clause was mandatory and provided that
venue and jurisdiction were proper only in Florida. Id. at
267-68, 886 P.2d at 909. The court compared the language
of the clause at issue in Milk ‘N’ More to the clause discussed
in Karl Koch Erecting Co. v. NY Convention Ctr. Dev., 838 F.2d
656, 659 (2d Cir.1988), which provided that no action or
proceeding could be commenced “except in the Supreme
Court of the State of New York.” Thompson, 20 Kan.App.2d
at 268, 886 P.2d at 909-10. The court noted that, in Milk ‘N’
More, the Tenth Circuit “keyed on this language in reaching
its conclusion that the . . . forum-selection clause was
mandatory, although the Milk ‘N’ More clause contained
less specific language than the Koch clause.” Id. at 26869, 886 P.2d at 910 (citing Milk ‘N’ More, 963 F.2d at 1346).
Ultimately, the Kansas Court of Appeals rejected the
rationale in Milk ‘N’ More, noting the emerging difference
between the treatment of “mandatory” and “permissive”
forum selection clauses by the courts, and finding that
the Tenth Circuit “ignored the words ‘proper under this
agreement’ and interpreted the [forum selection] clause
to read ‘venue shall be proper in Johnson County, Kansas.’”
Thompson, 20 Kan.App.2d at 270-71, 886 P.2d at 911.
Relying on Thompson, the U.S. District Court for the
District of Kansas later construed a similar contract clause
and found that it did not require remand to Kansas state
court. See generally Federal Gasohol Corp. v. Total Phone
Mgmt. Inc., 24 F.Supp.2d 1149 (D. Kan. 1998). The clause
at issue in that case – entitled “State Law” – stated that
“[t]he parties hereto agree that in the event there is a
dispute concerning this Agreement, the provisions herein
will be decided according to the laws of the State of
Kansas and that proper venue and jurisdiction lies with the
Sedgwick County District Court of the State of Kansas.” Id.
at 1150. According to the court, the “controlling factor” in
analyzing these types of clauses “is whether there is express
and clear language excluding the commencement of an
action in any court other than the named forum.” Id. at
1151. Ultimately, the District of Kansas concluded that the
“State Law” clause did not make clear that jurisdiction was
appropriate only in Sedgwick County District Court. While
it could be interpreted that way, it could also be viewed
as merely a stipulation by the parties that the jurisdiction
and venue of the Sedgwick County District Court would
be considered proper if the litigation in fact proceeded

Remand by Contract
Continued from Page 8
there. Id. As the court noted, “more than one court can
have proper jurisdiction and venue over a dispute,” and “a
declaration that jurisdiction is proper in one forum does
not necessarily mean it is improper in another.” Id.; see also
Little League Baseball, supra, 874 F.Supp. at 655 (contract
provision stating that “[a]ll parties hereto consent to
jurisdiction and venue in the State of Pennsylvania” did
not specifically waive right to remove) (citing Pennsylvania
House, Inc. v. Barrett, 760 F.Supp. 439 (M.D.Pa.1991); Mut.
Fire, Marine and Inland Ins. Co. v. Barry, 646 F.Supp. 831
(E.D.Pa.1986)).
Ultimately, the question comes down to whether or
not the contract mandates that a case be heard by a court
sitting in a particular State, or whether the claim must be
heard in the court of the State. It is a “widely-accepted rule”
that the use of the phrase “in [a state]” expresses the parties’
intent as a matter of geography, permitting jurisdiction
in both the state and federal courts of the named state.
FindWhere Holdings, Inc. v. Sys. Env’t Optimization, LLC,
626 F.3d 752, 755 (4th Cir. 2010). On the other hand, “of
[a state]” connotes sovereignty, limiting jurisdiction to
the state courts of the named state. Id. Under modern
and prevailing case law, where a contract clause provides
for venue “in” the courts of a state or county (as opposed
to “of” the courts of the state or county), the clause
encompasses both state and federal courts sitting within
the state/county and thus does not create an exclusive
state venue that defeats removal of a case to federal court.
See, e.g., Jumara v. State Farm Ins. Co., 55 F.3d 873, 881-82
(3d Cir.1995) (holding that a forum selection clause that
referred to a “court of record in the county” included either
the state court or the federal court in the judicial district
encompassing that county) (emphasis supplied); Alliance
Health Group, LLC v. Bridging Health Options, LLC, 553 F.3d
397, 400 (5th Cir. 2008) (clause providing for venue in a
specific county permits venue in either federal or state
court where a federal courthouse is located in that county);
Global Satellite Commc’n Co. v. Starmill U.K., Ltd., 378 F.3d
1269, 1272 (11th Cir. 2004) (holding a contract provision
specifying “[v]enue shall be in Broward County” permitted
filing in either state court or in the federal court located
in that county); Little League Baseball, supra, 874 F.Supp. at
655 (where parties to contract consented “to jurisdiction
and venue in the State of Pennsylvania,” removal was
proper); Luv N’ Care, Ltd. v. Angel Juvenile Prods., 2011
WL 6003962, *2 (W.D. La. Nov. 29, 2011) (unpublished)
(clause providing that case would be “settled in the State
of Louisiana, Parish of Ouachita” did not foreclose venue
in federal court because Western District of Louisiana sits
in Ouachita Parish, State of Louisiana); contra Am. Soda,
LLP v. U.S. Filter Wastewater Grp., Inc., supra, 428 F.3d at 924
(forum selection clause stating that “the Courts of the State
of Colorado shall be the exclusive forum” was mandatory

and required removal) (emphasis supplied); Cattleman’s
Choice Loomix, LLC v. Heim, 2011 WL 1884720 (D. Colo. May
18, 2011) (unpublished) (where parties stipulated to “the
jurisdiction of the County or District Court in Weld County,
Colorado” for disputes under contract, remand was proper
because there are no federal courts situated in Weld
County).
3. Venue Statutes
Finally, a contract clause may also incorporate a State’s
venue statute within a forum or venue selection clause. As
with the contract language itself, removal will hinge on the
flexibility of the language employed in the statute. New
Mexico’s general venue statute, NMSA 1978, Section 383-1, is expansive and provides plaintiffs with broad (but
not unfettered) discretion in choosing where to bring an
action. Blancett v. Dial Oil Co., 2008-NMSC-011, ¶ 5, 143 N.M.
368, 176 P.3d 1100 (citing Baker v. BP Am. Prod. Co., 2005NMSC-011, ¶ 6, 137 N.M. 334, 110 P.3d 1071; NMSA 1978, §
38-3-1). The language of Section 38-3-1 largely makes the
decision to file suit a matter of geography, as the statute
typically provides that particular suits must be brought “in
the county” having some connection with the suit or the
parties. Under Section 38-3-1(A), contract actions are to
be brought “in the county where the contract sued on was
made or is to be performed or where the cause of action
originated or indebtedness sued on was incurred.” Overall,
the general venue statute — by providing for suit “in the
county” as opposed to “in the court of the county” — should
not operate as a bar to removal, even if a contract provides
that venue for any disputes arising out of the contract shall
be in accordance with the venue statute.
The specific venue statute pertaining to state officers,
NMSA 1978, Section 38-3-1(G), presents a potential
exception to this rule. This statute states in pertinent
part that “[s]uits against any state officers as such shall be
brought in the court of the county in which their offices
are located, at the capital or in the county where a plaintiff,
or any one of them in case there is more than one, resides.”
Id. (emphasis supplied). As with the remainder of Section
38-3-1, this particular provision of the venue statute is
flexible, giving litigants the option of filing in one of
several different courts or counties. See Elephant Butte
Irr. Dist. v. Regents of New Mexico State Univ., 1993-NMCA009, ¶ 26, 115 N.M. 229, 849 P.2d 372 (comparing versions
of venue statute and noting that, while prior version
mandated that “state officials must be sued in Santa Fe
County,” current version provides that “state officials may
also be sued in county where plaintiff resides”) (emphasis
supplied). Section 38-3-1(G) contains the only provision of
the general venue statute, which contemplates that a case
may be brought in the court of a county, as opposed to a
court in a county. Depending upon which state official is
sued and where, this statute may operate to waive removal
if it is incorporated into a contract involving a state official
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Remand by Contract

4. Practical Considerations

Continued from Page 9

Parties should keep the foregoing principles in mind
when drafting contracts, particularly if either or both of
the parties contemplate the possibility of federal court
litigation arising out of the contract. Parties seeking to
preserve the right to remove should consider drafting
venue selection clauses that provide for suit to be brought
“in” a particular state or county, as opposed to providing
for venue in a court of the state or county. If there is no
federal court in the county where the contract is made
or where the contract will be performed, avoid using
language mandating that suit be filed only in that county—
instead, merely specify that suit must be brought in a
court of competent jurisdiction within the state. Finally,
if a particular venue selection statute might impinge the
right of removal to federal court, do not invoke that statute
anywhere within the language of the contract.

or agency. If, for example, the plaintiff sues the state
officer in “the court of the county in which” the official’s
office is located, the plain language of the venue statute
would dictate that the case must remain in state court.1
However, if a plaintiff files suit against a state officer in
the county where the plaintiff resides, the venue statute
should not operate to waive removal; the statute does not
specify that suit shall be filed in “the court of the county
where a plaintiff resides,” only that suit may be filed “in the
county where a plaintiff” resides.

1
Contract-based suits against municipalities and boards of county
commissioners would also be subject to remand if the contract incorporates
NMSA 1978, Section 38-3-2 (providing that “[a]ll civil actions not otherwise
required by law to be brought in the district court of Santa Fe county, wherein
any municipality or board of county commissioners is a party defendant,
shall be instituted only in the district court of the county in which such
municipality is located, or for which such board of county commissioners is
acting”) (emphasis supplied).

DVDs for self-study continuing education
are now available!
VISIT OUR ONLINE DVD CATALOG - www.nmdla.org
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Diversity in the New Mexico Bar: A Journey, Not
a Destination
By Denise M. Chanez, Esq.

Rodey, Dickason, Sloan, Akin & Robb, PA

“Diversity is a journey, not a destination.”1 In a state
like New Mexico, where people of color make up the
majority of the population, it may be easy to think that we
have reached this mythical destination. And this can raise
the question of whether initiatives aimed at increasing
the diversity of the legal profession are still necessary.
After all, over the past few decades, the number of diverse
lawyers in the New Mexico bar has grown. The New Mexico
judiciary is comprised of judges of many backgrounds,
including women, Hispanics, African Americans and other
diverse attorneys. Three of the five justices on the New
Mexico Supreme Court are Hispanic. On the surface, it
may seem that there is nothing left to do with respect
to diversity. A closer look at the legal profession in New
Mexico will reveal progress, but also plenty of untraveled
territory to explore.
The Numbers
Talking about diversity in the legal profession usually
means talking about numbers--that is, the numbers
illustrating diversity within the bar. To some extent, the
diversity dialogue is developing and expanding into other
areas, such as inclusiveness initiatives that are discussed
in the next section of this article. But the numbers are
still important to understand the state of diversity in the
New Mexico bar. There are many statistics to evaluate
diversity, but for purposes of this article, a brief snapshot
is appropriate.2 In 2014, approximately sixty-two percent
of New Mexico’s active attorneys were Caucasian, about
seventeen percent were Hispanic, three percent were
Native American and just over one percent were African
American. 3 Forty percent of active attorneys in New Mexico
1
American Bar Association, Diversity in the Legal Profession: The Next
Steps, Report and Recommendations, April 2010, at 49, (available at http://
www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/diversity/next_
steps_2011.authcheckdam.pdf ).
2
For detailed historical data on the state of diversity in the New
Mexico, visit the website for the State Bar’s Committee on Diversity in the
Legal Profession’s website (www.nmbar.org).
3
2014 State Bar of New Mexico Demographic Data (available
through the State Bar of New Mexico).

are women.4 These numbers represent some increases
for Hispanics, Native Americans, African Americans and
women over the past two decades.
However, the numbers also showcase areas where
diversity can be increased. For example, the legal
profession still lags behind other professions when it
comes to the numbers of lawyers of color. According to
2011 U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics, physicians, chemists,
accountants, mechanical engineers and psychologists
(just to name a few), all have a higher percentage of people
of color than the legal profession. While people of color
represent more than sixty percent of the population in
New Mexico, they represent less than twenty-five percent
of the New Mexico bar.5 Although there is no New Mexico
data on the subject, national statistics show that women
accounted for less than twenty percent of equity partners
nationally in 2014.6 Female lawyers of color only made up
about two percent of partners in firms across the country
in 2013.7

4
Id.
5
2013 New Mexico Census data (available at http://quickfacts.
census.gov); 2014 State Bar of New Mexico Demographic Data (available
through the State Bar of New Mexico).
6
National Association for Law Placement (“NALP”), NALP Bulletin,
The Representation of Women and Minorities Among Equity Partners Sees Slow
Growth, Broad Disparities Remain, Apr. 2014 (available at www.nalp.org/
minoritieswomen).
7
National Association for Law Placement (“NALP”), NALP Bulletin,
Women and Minorities at Law Firms by Race and Ethnicity – An Update, Feb.
2014 (available at www.nalp.org/minoritieswomen).
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Diversity in the New Mexico Bar
Continued from Page 11
Incorporating Inclusiveness Into the Diversity Dialogue
Focusing on areas where diversity can be increased
in the New Mexico legal profession is one aspect of the
diversity journey. Another aspect that is gaining increased
attention is the concept of inclusiveness. Legal organizations
across the country are undertaking efforts to incorporate
inclusiveness into the diversity dialogue. Inclusiveness
“moves beyond numbers…and involves embedding
practices and philosophies that encourage diversity in
every aspect of an organization.”8 The Center for Legal
Inclusiveness (“CLI”) describes inclusiveness as “Diversity
2.0.” According to the CLI, diversity initiatives focus solely
on increasing representation among underrepresented
groups, while inclusiveness efforts “focus on increasing
representation as well as ensuring full opportunity for all
individuals to maximize their potential in the workplace.”9
The idea is that inclusiveness efforts benefit everyone, not
just those who are underrepresented.10 Inclusiveness is
about focusing on the benefits of having lawyers of diverse
backgrounds and creating a work environment in which
the talents and differences of all employees are respected
and valued.

must be viewed as perpetual practice rather than a goal
to reach certain numerical markers. It cannot be achieved
overnight. Diversity efforts require sustained commitment,
leadership, innovation and financial support.”13 Similarly,
the ABA notes that “diversity must be seen as an ongoing
practice, and not an end-state . . . Diversity must hold a
permanent position within legal organizations’ standard
operating procedures.”14 Changes in demographics, legal
organizations and other social conditions require lawyers
“to evaluate, modify and improve our work on diversity—
perpetually.”15 Some may ask why these efforts are
necessary. The DRI provides a simple answer—it is because
of the “innumerable benefits and contributions that the
perspectives, backgrounds, cultures, and life experiences
that a diverse [profession] provides.”16
The diversity journey continues. If you are interested
in participating in discussions and initiatives on this
topic, there are many ways to get involved. The State
Bar’s Committee on Diversity in the Legal Profession, the
New Mexico Hispanic Bar Association, the New Mexico
Black Lawyers Association, the New Mexico Women’s Bar
Association, the State Bar’s Committee on Women and the
Legal Profession, the New Mexico Lesbian and Gay Lawyers
Association, the New Mexico Indian Bar Association, and
the State Bar’s Indian Law Section are just a few of the
organizations that are working together to raise awareness
on diversity issues.

A Commitment to Diversity
The concept of diversity continues to evolve. Even in a
state like New Mexico, there is still more that can be done
when it comes to increasing diversity and incorporating
inclusiveness initiatives into the legal profession. The
Defense Research Institute (“DRI”) has developed a
diversity and inclusion manual that provides tips for law
firms on “valuing diversity and inclusion” and “retaining
and advancing top talent in [] legal organization[s].” The
manual includes a strategy for diversity and inclusion
within law firms, as well as recommendations and best
practices.11 This is just one of several resources available to
legal organizations interested in improving their diversity
and inclusion efforts.12
As New Mexico continues to become more diverse,
the approach to increasing diversity and inclusion in the
legal profession must develop and grow. Both the DRI
and the American Bar Association have described these
efforts as unending. As explained by the DRI, “[d]iversity
8
Center for Legal Inclusiveness, Beyond Diversity, Inclusiveness in
the Legal Workplace, 2013, at 11 (available at www.legalinclusiveness.org).
9
Id. at 10.
10
Id. at 10-11.
11
Defense Research Institute, The DRI Diversity and Inclusion Manual,
Valuing Diversity and Inclusion: Retaining and Advancing Top Legal Talent
in Your Legal Organization, 2013, at 12-16, 21-31 (available at http://www.dri.
org/Committee?code=0440).
12
See Center for Legal Inclusiveness, supra note 6.
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See DRI, supra note 9.
See ABA, supra note 1.
Id.
See DRI, supra note 9.
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Who Are We Really Punishing? Why Mandating
Coverage of Punitive Damages Under Liability
Insurance Policies Does Not Make Sense
By Alicia M. Santos, Esq.
O’Brien & Padilla, PC

Punitive (pu·ni·tive), adjective: involving or inflicting
punishment.1 Punitive damages are a special class of
damages that are awarded in addition to compensatory
or nominal damages against a defendant “usually as
punishment or deterrent levied against a defendant found
guilty of particularly aggravated misconduct, coupled with
a malicious, reckless or otherwise wrongful state of mind.”
Madrid v. Marquez, 2001-NMCA-087, ¶ 4, 131 N.M. 132, 134,
33 P.3d 683, 685; see also Gonzales v. Sansoy, 1984-NMCA133, 103 N.M. 127, 703 P.2d 904 (Ct. App. 1984) (providing
New Mexico law permits punitive damages as long as the
wrongdoer’s conduct is willful, wanton, malicious, reckless,
oppressive, grossly negligent, or fraudulent and in bad
faith). Punitive damages are based on the wrongdoer’s
misconduct; their purpose is not to compensate a plaintiff
for a loss he or she has suffered, but rather, to punish the
wrongdoer and dissuade others from engaging in similar
conduct. See Madrid, at ¶ 4, 134, 685. Whether and to what
extent one can procure insurance coverage for punitive
damages continues to be a hotly contested issue in New
Mexico, with the latest battle involving whether coverage
of punitive damages under automobile liability policies
can and should be mandated.
In Stewart v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., the New
Mexico Supreme Court first held that “under our uninsured
motorist law, an insured may recover punitive damages
from his insurer if he would be legally entitled to recover
them from the uninsured tortfeasor.” 1986-NMSC-073, ¶ 13,
104 N.M. 744, 747, 726 P.2d 1374, 1377. Stewart noted the
purpose of New Mexico’s Uninsured Motorists Insurance
Act (“UMA”) was “for the protection of persons insured
thereunder who are legally entitled to recover damages
from owners or operators of uninsured motor vehicles
because of bodily injury . . . or destruction of property.’”
Id. (citing NMSA 1978, § 66–5–301 (Repl.Pamp.1984)). The
Stewart Court concluded that, under the UMA, “uninsured
motorist coverage includes coverage for punitive
damages” because “the only condition to protection
under [the UMA] is that ‘the injured person must be legally
1

14

Black’s Law Dictionary 583 (3rd Pocket Ed. 2006).
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entitled to recover damages from the uninsured motorist.’”
Id. at ¶9, 746, 1376. Moreover, the applicable policy
contained language promising to pay “all sums which the
insured shall be legally entitled to recover as damages,”
which was “virtually identical” to the language of the UMA.
Id. Therefore, based on “the prevailing trend” at the time,
the Stewart Court strictly construed the policy against
the insurer and held that absent an express exclusion,
“under our uninsured motorist law, an insured may recover
punitive damages from his insurer if he would be legally
entitled to recover them from the uninsured tortfeasor.” Id.
at ¶ 13, 747, 1377.
Then, in 1990, the New Mexico Supreme Court decided
Stinbrink v. Farmers Ins. Co. of Arizona, in which the Court
clarified that “[i]f the [UMA] is interpreted to include
punitive damages within the context of uninsured motorist
coverage, an express exclusion in the insurance policy is
necessarily void.” 1990-NMSC-108, 111 N.M. 179, ¶ 6, 180,
665. The Stinbrink Court relied on the Stewart Court’s
reasoning that the “only condition” to recovery under the
UMA is that the injured person must be “legally entitled
to recover damages from the uninsured motorist.” Id. at
¶ 5, 180, 665. However, unlike in Stewart, the insurance
contract in Stinbrink “excluded coverage for punitive

Who Are We Really Punishing?
Continued from Page 14
damages against uninsured motorists.” Id. at ¶ 3, 180,
665. Therefore, the Stinbrink Court clarified that because
“punitive damages are as much a part of the potential
award under the uninsured motorist statute as damages
for bodily injury, and therefore they cannot be contracted
away.” Id. (emphasis in original).
More than a decade after Stinbrink was decided the
validity of a punitive damages exclusion under liability
coverage came before the New Mexico Court of Appeals.
See generally, State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Progressive
Specialty Ins. Co., 2001-NMCA-101, 131 N.M. 304. The State
Farm Court noted that while the provision of uninsured
motorist insurance is governed by the UMA, the provision
of liability insurance is controlled by the New Mexico
Mandatory Financial Responsibility Act (MFRA), NMSA
1978, §§ 66–5–201 to 239 (as amended through 1999).
State Farm, at ¶ 7, 305, 310. Therefore, the State Farm Court
considered “the differences between the two statutes to
determine whether the rationale of Stinbrink should be
extended to liability insurance.” Id.
While the MFRA and the UMA have “similar goals,” the
two statutes “differ markedly in their approaches.” Id. at ¶
10, 306, 311. The MFRA is a “mandatory, but minimal act,”
which “applies to all drivers without exception or waiver
but requires only a minimal amount of coverage.” Id. at ¶ 11,
306, 311. “The MFRA only mitigates the financial hardship
by not leaving the victim penniless.” Id. The State Farm
Court drew a distinction between “financial hardship” that
results “when compensatory damages, such as medical
bills and lost wages, are left unsatisfied” and “unrequited
punitive damages.” Id. at ¶ 13, 306, 311. The minimalist
approach of the MFRA is further evidenced by the fact that
the legislature did not mandate comprehensive liability
coverage, presumably so that mandatory liability coverage
would remain affordable. Id. at ¶12, 306, 311.
In contrast, the UMA “aims high but does not mandate
prudence.” Id. at ¶10, 306, 311. Under the UMA, “[t]he more
liability insurance a driver purchases, the more the UM Act
requires insurers to make available in UM coverage.” Id. As
such, the UMA allows for coverage limited only by what a
driver seeking protection is willing to pay, but it “places
the responsibility for obtaining adequate UM insurance
upon the citizen seeking protection.” Id. The minimalist
approach of the MFRA is contrary to the purpose of the
UMA, which is to “offer the opportunity to insure fully
against a victim’s loss.” Id. at ¶13, 306, 311. Thus, the two
statutes represent two sides of the same coin: the MFRA is
mandatory but minimal, whereas the UMA is elective but
expansive.
In addition to differing “goals,” the differences in the
language of the two statutes was deemed significant
by the State Farm Court. The UM Act requires that an

insurance policy contain UM coverage “for the protection
of persons insured thereunder who are legally entitled to
recover damages from owners or operators of uninsured
motor vehicles because of bodily injury.” Id. at ¶ 17, 307,
312. That language was construed by the Stinbrink Court
as including punitive damages. In contrast, the MFRA did
not contain any language “requiring liability coverage to
the extent the victim may be ‘legally entitled to recover.’”
Id. Ultimately, the State Farm Court was “reluctant to
expand the reach of the MFRA beyond its apparent scope”
and held that New Mexico law does not require insurers
to provide coverage for punitive damages and that “an
insurer may contractually exclude punitive damages from
its liability policy.” Id. at ¶ 1, 304, 309.
Then, in 2003, the language of the MFRA was amended
to require that motor vehicle insurance policies issued in
the State of New Mexico “insure the person named in the
policy and a person using any such motor vehicle with
the express or implied permission of the named insured
against loss from the liability imposed by law for damages
arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of the
motor vehicle.” NMSA 1978, § 66-5-205.3(A)(2)(emphasis
added). It is this amended language that has been relied
upon by proponents of mandatory liability coverage for
punitive damages. However, this argument ignores the
fact that the stated purpose of the MFRA was unchanged
by the 2003 amendment and also fails to take into account
a significant aspect of the State Farm Court’s rationale.
The State Farm Court focused a substantial portion of
the opinion on the differences in the underlying purposes
and approaches of the MFRA and the UMA. Indeed,
when the underlying purpose of the MFRA and the wellestablished objective of punitive damages are considered,
it seems clear that mandating liability coverage for punitive
damages would undermine both the purpose of the MFRA
and the objective of imposing punitive damages.
First, the cost of coverage was expressly acknowledged
by the State Farm Court as “a factor.” State Farm, at ¶
12, 306, 311. “In the interest of achieving the broadest
possible coverage, the MFRA limits mandatory insurance
to an amount and scope likely to be affordable.” Id. Should
the MFRA be interpreted to require coverage for punitive
damages, the resultant increase in cost to all policy holders
would likely make it difficult for many New Mexicans to
maintain liability insurance. In fact, the increased cost of
liability coverage would likely result in an increase rather
than a decrease in the number of uninsured motorists
on New Mexico road, which would undermine the stated
purpose of the MFRA.
Second, punitive damages are not awarded to
compensate an accident victim for medical bills, lost
wages, or pain and suffering result from an automobile
accident. “Punitive damages are a windfall conferred upon
an otherwise fully compensated plaintiff.” Weidler v. Big J
Enters., Inc., 1998-NMCA- 21, ¶53, 124 N.M. 591, 605, 1103.
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Who Are We Really Punishing?
Continued from Page 15
Unrequited punitive damages do not constitute financial
hardship suffered by an accident victim. Therefore, the
rationale of State Farm survives the 2003 amendment and
the principle stands that mandating liability coverage for
punitive damages would in no way further the purpose of
the MFRA, but rather, would ultimately serve to undermine
it by effectively increasing the cost of liability insurance.
Finally, mandating liability coverage for punitive
damages would also undermine the purpose of punitive
damages. Punitive damages are awarded for the limited
purpose of punishing the wrongdoer and deterring
others from the commission of like offenses. Jaramillo
v. Providence, 1994-NMSC-018, ¶26, 117 N.M. 337. In
Jaramillo, the New Mexico Supreme Court declared that
punitive damages could not be recovered against the
Estate of a deceased tortfeasor because if the culpable
tortfeasor cannot be punished for his behavior, the
purpose of punishment cannot be accomplished. Id. ¶26.
The reasoning in Jaramillo applies equally to this debate.
Indeed, in Baker v. Armstrong the New Mexico Supreme
Court acknowledged that other jurisdictions do not
permit insurance companies to offer insurance coverage
for punitive damages because if a person is permitted
to shift that burden to an insurance company, punitive

16
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damages would serve no useful purpose. 1987-NMSC-101,
¶ 11, 106 N.M. 395, 397, 744 P.2d 170, 172. Ultimately, the
Baker Court joined the majority of jurisdictions that “allow”
insurance contracts to cover liability for punitive damages
based on freedom of contract principles, but does not
mandate such coverage.
Ultimately, the MFRA should not be interpreted as
mandating liability coverage for punitive damages because
it would be the policy holders, not the tortfeasor who has
acted so far outside the acceptable range of behavior as
to be subjected to civil punishment, who would suffer
financially. A close reading of State Farm reveals that it still
makes sense to allow liability insurers to exclude coverage
for punitive damages, even under the amended language
of the MFRA, because punitive damages are not intended
to compensate a plaintiff for a loss he or she has suffered,
but rather, to punish the wrongdoer and dissuade others
from engaging in similar conduct. Following the holding
and reasoning of State Farm and continuing to enforce
punitive damages exclusions in liability policies will best
ensure that the largest number of New Mexican motorists
will be able to obtain and maintain liability insurance,
which will ultimately best protect accident victims from
financial hardship.
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Handling Death Benefits in Workers’
Compensation Cases
By Carlos Martinez, Esq.
Butt Thornton & Baehr, PC

It is always a tragic situation when a worker dies as
a result of a job related accident. Fortunately, there are
very few death claims in New Mexico as compared to
overall workers’ compensation injuries. When faced with
a death claim, careful attention should be paid to the
provisions of the Workers’ Compensation Act that apply
in cases involving death. Specifically, it is recommended
insurers carefully review NMSA 1978, Section 52-1-17
(Dependents), Section 52-1-18 (Child), Section 52-1-46
(Compensation Benefits for Death)1, and Section 52-5-11
(Minors and Incompetents).2
Documents that should be obtained as part of the
process of calculating the payment of death benefits
include:
		
		

		
		

•

Pre-injury wage records, so that the average 		
weekly wage and the maximum compensation 		
rate can be calculated;

•

The death certificate;

•

A marriage certificate, if there is a surviving 		
spouse; and

•

Birth certificates of any children who are 		
potential beneficiaries.

In most cases, the death benefits are paid to the
surviving spouse and dependent children. Section 52-146 outlines specifically how the death benefits are paid to
a surviving spouse and dependent children. Division and
payment of these benefits among the survivors depends
on the existence of a widow or widower and dependent
children. Under Section 52-1-18, a “child” includes
“stepchildren, adopted children, posthumous children
and acknowledged illegitimate children but does not
1
Note that benefits under Section 52-1-46 are available only if the
worker’s death occurs within two years following the accidental workplace
accident. See id.
2
Benefits in a death case may be increased or decreased if issues
regarding the failure to observe safety regulations and/or the failure to use
safety devices arise, pursuant to NMSA 1978, Section 52-1-10. The nuances of
Section 52-1-10 are not fully explored in this article.
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include married children unless dependent.” Children are
considered to be dependent if they are either: 1) under 18
years of age; 2) incapable of supporting themselves and
unmarried; or 3) under 23 years of age if enrolled as a fulltime student in an accredited educational institution. §
52-1-17(A). Enrollment as a “full-time student” typically
means 12 or more credit hours per semester, but can vary
depending on the situation. It is important to obtain
records from the educational institution establishing that
the student is, in fact, enrolled full-time. The statute does
not specifically limit an educational institution to colleges
or universities and, therefore, trade schools or vocational
schools can also be considered. Once a child turns 18, it
is important to provide the adjuster with the appropriate
educational documents or there is a risk that the benefits
will be prematurely terminated for a full-time student
under age 23.
A “widow or widower” includes only a spouse living
with the deceased worker at the time of death or a person
legally entitled to be supported by the worker. § 52-117(B). Notably, this includes a “divorced spouse entitled to
alimony.” Id. This raises an interesting question of how the
spousal benefits would be paid if the deceased worker had
remarried and was obligated to pay alimony to the former
spouse. In all likelihood, in that event, the spouse’s portion
would be divided between the new spouse and the former
spouse.
Regarding the allocation of benefits to dependent
children and widows or widowers, there are several
specific scenarios described in the Workers’ Compensation
Act. First, if there are dependent children in a death case,
but no widow or widower, the children will receive in equal
shares 66²⁄₃% of the average weekly wage. § 52-1-46(C)(1).
If there is a surviving widow or widower, but no dependent
children, the widow or widower will receive 66²⁄₃% of the
average weekly wage until remarriage. § 52-1-46(C)(2).
Upon remarrying, the widow or widower is given a lump
sum of two years’ compensation benefits, certain limitations
outlined in Section 52-1-46(B). See §§ 52-1-46(B)-(C)(4)
and 52-1-47. It is important to note that there is no cap on

Handling Death Benefits
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the average weekly wage calculations for these payments,
as opposed to regular indemnity payments to an injured
worker. It is the percentage of the average weekly wage,
not a percentage of the maximum compensation rate, that
is used for death benefit calculation purposes here.
In the situation where there is a surviving spouse and
dependent children, benefits are dependent upon whether
the children live with the surviving spouse. If all of the
children are living with the surviving spouse, the spouse
receives 45% of the weekly compensation benefits, and
the remaining 55% is divided equally among the children.
§ 52-1-46(C)(3)(a) (emphasis added). If no children are
living with the surviving spouse, then the spouse will
receive 40% of the weekly compensation benefit and the
children will receive 60% of the weekly compensation
benefit, to be divided equally among the children. § 52-146(C)(3)(b). Note that the “weekly compensation benefits”
under these scenarios are calculated using NMSA 1978,
Sections 52-1-41, -43, and -47. See §§ 52-1-46(C)(3)(a)(b). Again, upon remarrying, the widow or widower is
given a lump sum of two years’ compensation benefits,
certain limitations outlined in Section 52-1-46(B). See §§
52-1-46(B)-(C)(4) and 52-1-47.
The Workers’ Compensation Act also provides for
payments to the decedent’s father and mother, but only
if: 1) there is neither a widow/widower nor dependent
children, and 2) it is proven that the father and/or mother
were dependent upon the worker for support at the time of
the worker’s death. § 52-1-46(D). In such a case, surviving
dependent parents will be entitled to 25% of the deceased
worker’s average weekly wage. Id. An additional limitation
is that the amount that the dependent parents receive in
death benefits shall not exceed the amount contributed
by the deceased worker for their care. Id. If it can be
established that the parents were totally dependent on
the worker for their care at the time of the worker’s death,
the surviving parents are entitled to 50% of the deceased
worker’s average weekly wage. Id.
Dependent grandchildren, brothers, and sisters may
also be entitled to death benefits under the Workers’
Compensation Act if there is no widow, widower, children,
or dependent parent. § 52-1-46(E). Again, however, it must
be proven that they were dependent upon the worker for
support at the time of the worker’s death. Id. In such a case,
the dependents are entitled to 35% of the average weekly
wage of the worker, with an additional 15% of the average
weekly wage available for dependent brothers, sisters, and
grandchildren in excess of two. Id. A maximum of 66²⁄₃% of
the average weekly wage is available to these dependents,
and the amount the dependent grandchildren or siblings
receive cannot exceed the amounts they actually received
from the deceased worker for their care at the time of the
worker’s death. Id.

Documentation will be needed to prove dependency
in each case for the deceased worker’s parents, siblings,
and/or grandchildren. The documentation can consist
of checks, receipts, bank records, and legal documents
showing that the house in which the alleged dependents
lived was owned or paid for by the deceased worker. Court
documents, such as orders of guardianship, child support,
or spousal support, should also be obtained and analyzed.
In cases involving minor or incompetent dependents,
there are limitations on who the dependents’ payments
may be made to and situations in which those payments
must be pre-approved by the Workers’ Compensation
Administration. § 52-5-11. For example, the Workers’
Compensation Act may require that a guardian ad litem
be appointed to receive the benefits. § 52-5-11. The
General Counsel’s Office has forms that can be used to
file an Application with the Director for the appointment
of a guardian ad litem and for a form of order that can
be used and approved by the Workers’ Compensation
Judge. In practice, the General Counsel’s Office requires
an accounting for the first six months after payment of
benefits begins and annually thereafter. In most cases,
there is not much resistance from the General Counsel’s
Office as to the payment of benefits; however, the General
Counsel’s Office is very insistent that it approves the forms
the Judge will be signing.
There are also provisions for funeral, medical, and
hospital expenses in the event of the death of a worker.
Funeral expenses for a decedent are paid with a cap
of $7,500. See §§ 52-1-46(A)-(B). Medical and hospital
services for the deceased, as well as all benefits that the
deceased should have been paid in compensation benefits
up to the time of death, are also owed. See id. As such,
documentation evidencing funeral expenses, medical
expenses, and hospital expenses should also be gathered
as soon as possible after the worker’s passing.
In summary, the death of a worker is always a very
terrible occasion. While benefits should be paid to the
worker’s surviving spouse and dependents as soon as
possible, the documentation discussed in this article
should be obtained immediately in order to ensure that
the proper parties receive the benefits to which they are
entitled.
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Recommended Reading:
The Widow Wave, by Jay Jacobs.

The Widow Wave is a nonfiction courtroom drama written
by Jay W. Jacobs, a retired civil defense attorney, and published
by Quid Pro Books. This is a trial-oriented book written from
a defense lawyer’s perspective, which will resonate well with
members of NMDLA. Younger members of the Bar who are
finding it difficult to gain courtroom experience will benefit
from the exposition of the trial tactics both sides utilized, and
the mistakes made by each. More experienced lawyers will
enjoy the shifting fortunes taking place every day of the trial.
The following is a brief synopsis of the book.
Will anyone ever know what happened to the Aloha,
a sport fishing boat that vanished with all onboard in
the Pacific Ocean off San Francisco’s coast? ‘Knowing’ is
a complex, inexact business. There’s real truth and then
there’s courtroom truth; a jury’s verdict may or may not
approach what actually happened. Nor can someone
reading about such an event-one that had no witnesses
or hard evidence to explain it-be sure where the truth lies.
But trials, judges, and juries are what we have in our legal
system for finding truth.
The Widow Wave explores this alternate reality. It is a
fascinating true-life mystery and courtroom drama rolled
into one. Jay Jacobs offers no facile answers-and he’s not
the flawless protagonist typically portrayed in such dramas.
He lets us see how a big wrongful death case really unfolds,
in a true story that reads like a novel. Will the jury find the
truth? Will the reader?
The story centers on the passion-driven trial, pitting
widow against widow, that resulted from the worst
recreational fishing boat accident ever to happen in San
Francisco’s long maritime history. Francis Dowd, his son,
and three other men left San Francisco Bay on Dowd’s
34-foot boat the Aloha for a day of salmon fishing out on
the Pacific Ocean. The boat vanished under mysterious
circumstances. There were no survivors or witnesses to
whatever happened. Much speculation ensued in the San
Francisco newspapers and the evening broadcast news
about what may have occurred. Was the boat sunk by a
rogue wave? Or run down by one of the large ships in the
area? If weather was the explanation, why didn’t any of the
fifteen other boats out that day go down? Or was it just
the simple carelessness of a boat owner and operator for
whom such fishing trips had become all too routine?
Ultimately, the widow of one of the passengers
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onboard filed a lawsuit against Francis Dowd’s widow.
Jay Jacobs, a relatively inexperienced lawyer at the time,
was tasked with defending her. She maintained that her
husband was not a negligent or careless man. On this slim
statement Jacobs built his case. His opponent was a highly
experienced lawyer, a Goliath known for always prevailing,
in fact crushing his opponents in the courtroom.
Under the special circumstances of no physical
evidence and no eyewitnesses, the three-week jury trial
hinged on the testimony of both sides’ expert witnesses
who intertwined the physics of rogue wave formation,
navigation, and meteorology with the all-too human story
of the fragility of life. The dramatic nature of each day’s
testimony overwhelmed the courtroom. Which side was
ahead seemed to change hands day by day, almost witness
by witness. The old legal bromide, “You never try the case
you prepare,” seemed to be written for this trial.
The three weeks in court was an extreme emotional
burden for Jacobs’ client. If it had been only her husband
who died, in time she would probably have come to accept
that; after all, he was a grown man doing something he
loved. But her son was also onboard. It’s hard to imagine
a greater grief for a mother than the death of a child. If the
jury found her husband was responsible for the loss of her
son, it would have been the death of her soul.
Compounding this pressure was the fact that she
was being sued for sums that could have wiped her out
financially. Yet the two factors prompting most people
into settling-the fear of going to court and the possibility
of financial devastation-had no effect on her. She regarded
the allegations of negligence as a dark cloud over her
husband’s good name, and she wanted that cloud removed.
For her, honor was more important than money.
Jay Jacobs has been a member of the California bar
for 35 years, specializing in maritime law. Prior to law
school, he was a sailor and then an officer in the merchant
marine. He sailed on cargo ships, ore-carriers and tankers
on voyages to Europe, Africa, India, the Far East, South
America, the Persian Gulf and Japan. His experiences at sea
provided him with unique qualifications to try this case,
and were a great help in unexpected ways in the trial, as
the book reveals in its unfolding true-life drama.
The Widow Wave is available everywhere including
Amazon and Barnes & Noble. Please visit the Author’s web
site for more information www.jaywjacobs.com.

